
Microscopy Photos of Blood Clots from Those
who “Suddenly Died”
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Unlike normal clots which are gelatinous, these clots contain large, complex structures
that include tough and fibrous material, crystalline-like formations, a microchip-like
structure, and a wire-like structure. It is unknown how many of the specimens were taken
from people who received COVID vaccines.
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If the COVID jabs worked, you’d expect excess mortality to drop, yet that’s not what
we’re seeing. We’re also not seeing mass death from COVID. The only clear factor that
might account for these discrepancies is mass injection with an experimental gene
transfer technology.
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FLCCC developed protocols to treat Americans who received the COVID shots abd developed
a post-vaccine syndrome that primarily manifests itself in fatigue, brain fog,
dizziness, tinnitus, joint pain, and other neurological disorders.

CDC Panel Recommends MonkeyPox Vaccine for
Health Care and Lab Workers
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Nine cases were confirmed by the CDC using flawed PCR tests that are not intended to
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diagnose disease. Monkeypox is said to be transmissible through close skin contact or
through respiratory droplets. The vast majority of infections are in gay and bisexual
men.

All 16 Runners Who Collapsed and Runner Who
Died at Brooklyn Half Marathon Said They
Were Vaccinated
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The weather last Saturday was unseasonaly warm, but it is unusual that 16 runners were
hospitalized and one man died. While it is unknown how many of the Brooklyn Half
runners’ suffered from heart complications, many athletes have suffered from heart
problems and other injuries believed to be linked to COVID jabs.

Baby Drowned in 3 Inches of Bath Water after
her Mother Fainted after Taking AstraZeneca
COVID Jab
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A mother passed out, while bathing her baby girl, a day after receiving her first dose
of the AstraZeneca COVID jab. The baby drowned. Public Health England said that the
AstraZeneca vaccine could cause ‘sleepiness and drowsiness’. She had another black-out
the day after receiving her second AstraZeneca jab.
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This weekend, it was reported that about 100 cases of monkeypox were detected across
European countries, Canada and Australia. All of this is convenient timing just as Biden
is poised to hand over US sovereignty to the UN World Health Organization.

Top Biden Health Officials Issue New
COVID-19 Warning, Urge Mask-Wearing
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Rochelle Walensky said Americans who live in counties with medium levels of Covid-19
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should avoid crowds and wear a mask. She wrote, “As of May 19th, over 45% of the U.S.
population is in an area with a medium or high COVID-19 Community Level.”

Student Athletes Now Being Screened For
COVID Vaccine Adverse Reaction Risks
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major study from Scandinavia found that in the populations of people over 12 in Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden suffered severe myocarditis at around five times higher when
compared to individuals who took the Pfizer shot, and 14 times more common after taking
the Moderna shot.
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Edward Dowd says that, according to data from publicly traded life insurance companies
and funeral homes, excess deaths are up by 20% in the first quarter of 2022. But he says
that the death rate should fall as COVID is winding down. He blames the higher mortality
rate on COVID injections.
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FDA announced that it was strictly limiting who can receive Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19
vaccine due to the risk of blood clots, a potentially life-threatening side effect.
Regulators added warnings about a neurological reaction called Guillain-Barré syndrome.

COVID Vaccine Manufacturers Used Rat Study
to Determine Shots Were Safe for Pregnant
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Naomi Wolf reveals explosive new information about COVID ‘vaccines’ such as none of the
vaccine manufacturers ever studied the effects of their products on pregnant women and
their babies, but instead used flawed data from a French rat story.


